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The essays in this volume pay tribute to Gwendolyn Brooks's legacy. They explore Brooks's
sustained dialectic with American historical events such as World War II and the Civil Rights
movement, the cultural complexities of racial segregation, major movements in black letters such
as the Black Arts movement, modernist ideas promoting individuality and exploring the feelings
associated with loneliness, rejection of the status quo in society, open critique of history and its
chroniclers, and revisions of traditional literary forms, such as the epic and the sonnet, as a
means to incorporate a neglected black experience and contribution into American history and
letters. The essays show how Brooks's quest was at times a lonely one. The poet was often
perceived as catering too much to either the white mainstream or the black folk aesthetic, and her
agenda to write her own truth as she saw fit is sometimes lost within her subtle intertextual
wordplay with black and white literary influences. Still, it is the fine li
The setting: a small, sleepy American town where secrets are almost impossible to keep. The
center of town life: the Rainbow Cafe where Maud Chadwick works as a waitress, hiding behind a
quiet manner the intensity and confusion of emotions she feels as her twenty-year-old son takes
his final steps out of her life and into his own. Maud’s only confidant: Sam DeGheyn, the town
sheriff, who, trapped in a loveless, childless marriage, turns his attentions to Maud, and to the
murders of three local women, which have occurred in the past five years. Sam’s suspicion: that
the wrong man may have been convicted of the crimes and the right man may soon kill again.
“Calling My Name is a treasure.”—Nic Stone, New York Times–bestselling author of Dear Martin
Calling My Name is a striking, luminous, and literary exploration of family, spirituality, and
self—ideal for readers of Jacqueline Woodson, Jandy Nelson, Naomi Shihab Nye, and Sandra
Cisneros. This unforgettable novel tells a universal coming-of-age story about Taja Brown, a
young African American girl growing up in Houston, Texas, and deftly and beautifully explores the
universal struggles of growing up, battling family expectations, discovering a sense of self, and
finding a unique voice and purpose. Told in fifty-three short, episodic, moving, and iridescent
chapters, Calling My Name follows Taja on her journey from middle school to high school. Literary
and noteworthy, this is a beauty of a novel that captures the multifaceted struggle of finding where
you belong and why you matter.
"The "New Negro" consciousness with its roots in the generation born in the last and opening
decades of the 19th and 20th centuries replenished and nurtured by migration, resulted in the
Harlem Renaissance in the 1920s then reemerged transformed in the 1930s as the Black
Chicago Renaissance. The authors in this volume argue that beginning in the 1930s and lasting
into the 1950s, Black Chicago experienced a cultural renaissance that rivaled the cultural
outpouring in Harlem. The Black Chicago Renaissance, however, has not received its full due.
This book addresses that neglect. Like Harlem, Chicago had become a major destination for
black southern migrants. Unlike Harlem, it was also an urban industrial center that gave a unique
working class and internationalist perspective to the cultural work that took place here. The
contributors to Black Chicago Renaissance analyze a prolific period of African American
creativity in music, performance art, social science scholarship, and visual and literary artistic
expression. Each author discusses forces that distinguished and link the Black Chicago
Renaissance to the Harlem Renaissance as well as placing the development of black culture in a
national and international context by probing the histories of multiple (sequential and
overlapping--Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Memphis) black renaissances.
Among the topics discussed in this volume are Chicago writers Gwendolyn Brooks and Richard
Wright, The Chicago Defender and Tivoli Theater, African American music and visual arts, as
well as the American Negro Exposition of 1940"--Provided by publisher.
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Selected Poems
The Sovereignty of Quiet
Blacks
A Graduate Student Journal of African-American and African Diasporan Literature and Culture
The Life & Legacy of Gwendolyn Brooks
The Mayor of Central Park
HOW DO YOU SOLVE A MYSTERY WHEN YOU CAN'T REMEMBER THE CLUES? In this
darkly riveting debut novel—a sophisticated psychological mystery that is also an
heartbreakingly honest meditation on memory, identity, and aging—an elderly
woman descending into dementia embarks on a desperate quest to find the best
friend she believes has disappeared, and her search for the truth will go back
decades and have shattering consequences. Maud, an aging grandmother, is
slowly losing her memory—and her grip on everyday life. Yet she refuses to forget
her best friend Elizabeth, whom she is convinced is missing and in terrible danger.
But no one will listen to Maud—not her frustrated daughter, Helen, not her
caretakers, not the police, and especially not Elizabeth’s mercurial son, Peter.
Armed with handwritten notes she leaves for herself and an overwhelming feeling
that Elizabeth needs her help, Maud resolves to discover the truth and save her
beloved friend. This singular obsession forms a cornerstone of Maud’s rapidly
dissolving present. But the clues she discovers seem only to lead her deeper into
her past, to another unsolved disappearance: her sister, Sukey, who vanished
shortly after World War II. As vivid memories of a tragedy that occurred more fifty
years ago come flooding back, Maud discovers new momentum in her search for
her friend. Could the mystery of Sukey’s disappearance hold the key to finding
Elizabeth?
This richly imagined novel tells the story behind The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, the
book that inspired the iconic film, through the eyes of author L. Frank Baum’s
intrepid wife, Maud. “A breathtaking read that will transport you over the rainbow
and into the heart of one of America’s most enduring fairy tales.”—Lisa Wingate,
author of Before We Were Yours Hollywood, 1938: As soon as she learns that M-GM is adapting her late husband’s masterpiece for the screen, seventy-seven-yearold Maud Gage Baum sets about trying to finagle her way onto the set. Nineteen
years after Frank’s passing, Maud is the only person who can help the producers
stay true to the spirit of the book—because she’s the only one left who knows its
secrets. But the moment she hears Judy Garland rehearsing the first notes of “Over
the Rainbow,” Maud recognizes the yearning that defined her own life story, from
her youth as a suffragette’s daughter to her coming of age as one of the first
women in the Ivy League, from her blossoming romance with Frank to the
hardscrabble prairie years that inspired The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Judy reminds
Maud of a young girl she cared for and tried to help in South Dakota, a dreamer
who never got her happy ending. Now, with the young actress under pressure from
the studio as well as her ambitious stage mother, Maud resolves to protect
her—the way she tried so hard to protect the real Dorothy. The author of two New
York Times bestselling nonfiction books, The Eighty-Dollar Champion and The
Perfect Horse, Elizabeth Letts is a master at discovering and researching a rich
historical story and transforming it into a page-turner. Finding Dorothy is the result
of Letts’s journey into the amazing lives of Frank and Maud Baum. Written as
fiction but based closely on the truth, Elizabeth Letts’s new book tells a story of
love, loss, inspiration, and perseverance, set in America’s heartland. Praise for
Finding Dorothy “In some ways reminiscent of Jerry Stahl’s excellent I, Fatty, Letts’
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Finding Dorothy combines exhaustive research with expansive imagination,
blending history and speculation into a seamless tapestry. . . . It’s a testament to
Letts’ skill that she can capture on the page, without benefit of audio, that same
emotion we have all felt sometime over the last 80 years while listening to ‘Over
the Rainbow.’”—BookPage (starred review)
A country uncommonly rich in plants, animals, and natural habitats, the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam shelters a significant portion of the world’s biological diversity,
including rare and unique organisms and an unusual mixture of tropical and
temperate species. This book is the first comprehensive account of Vietnam’s
natural history in English. Illustrated with maps, photographs, and thirty-five
original watercolor illustrations, the book offers a complete tour of the country’s
plants and animals along with a full discussion of the factors shaping their
evolution and distribution. Separate chapters focus on northern, central, and
southern Vietnam, regions that encompass tropics, subtropics, mountains,
lowlands, wetland and river regions, delta and coastal areas, and offshore islands.
The authors provide detailed descriptions of key natural areas to visit, where a
traveler might explore limestone caves or glimpse some of the country’s twentyseven monkey and ape species and more than 850 bird species. The book also
explores the long history of humans in the country, including the impact of the
Vietnam-American War on plants and animals, and describes current efforts to
conserve Vietnam’s complex, fragile, and widely threatened biodiversity.
The only novel published by esteemed poet Gwendolyn Brooks. Initially entitled
""American Family Brown"" the work would eventually come to symbolize some of
Brooks' most provocative writing.
A Surprised Queenhood in the New Black Sun
Material Spirituality in Modernist Women’s Writing
Beyond Resistance in Black Culture
The Essential Gwendolyn Brooks
Finding Dorothy
Gwendolyn Brooks

“Once, far from now but close to then, a little boy was found in a forest.
His name was Moyenda.” And so it begins . . . A young boy lives in a
small village in Africa. Adopted by the village years ago, he is excited
when merchants come to his village and speak of a wondrous prize. Join
MOYENDA on his daring quest to find the greatest treasure of all and
bring it back to the people he loves. This beautifully illustrated read-tome tale for ages 3-8 is set in a fictional country in long-ago Africa and
establishes a mythical foundation for the Kwanzaa holiday created by
Maulana Karenga in the 1960s.Flying Colors Unlimited
"If you wanted a poem," wrote Gwendolyn Brooks, "you only had to look
out of a window. There was material always, walking or running, fighting
or screaming or singing." From the life of Chicago's South Side she made
a forceful and passionate poetry that fused Modernist aesthetics with
African-American cultural tradition, a poetry that registered the life of
the streets and the upheavals of the 20th century. Starting with A Street
in Bronzeville (1945), her epoch-making debut volume, The Essential
Gwendolyn Brooks traces the full arc of her career in all its ambitious
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scope and unexpected stylistic shifts. "Her formal range," writes editor
Elizabeth Alexander, "is most impressive, as she experiments with
sonnets, ballads, spirituals, blues, full and off-rhymes. She is nothing
short of a technical virtuoso." That technical virtuosity was matched by a
restless curiosity about the life around her in all its explosive variety. By
turns compassionate, angry, satiric, and psychologically penetrating,
Gwendolyn Brooks's poetry retains its power to move and surprise.
About the American Poets Project Elegantly designed in compact
editions, printed on acid-free paper, and textually authoritative, the
American Poets Project makes available the full range of the American
poetic accomplishment, selected and introduced by today’s most
discerning poets and critics.
African American culture is often considered expressive, dramatic, and
even defiant. In The Sovereignty of Quiet, Kevin Quashie explores quiet
as a different kind of expressiveness, one which characterizes a
person’s desires, ambitions, hungers, vulnerabilities, and fears. Quiet is a
metaphor for the inner life, and as such, enables a more nuanced
understanding of black culture. The book revisits such iconic moments as
Tommie Smith and John Carlos’s protest at the 1968 Mexico City
Olympics and Elizabeth Alexander’s reading at the 2009 inauguration of
Barack Obama. Quashie also examines such landmark texts as
Gwendolyn Brooks’s Maud Martha, James Baldwin’s The Fire Next
Time, and Toni Morrison’s Sula to move beyond the emphasis on
resistance, and to suggest that concepts like surrender, dreaming, and
waiting can remind us of the wealth of black humanity.
Edited by Tatiana Ryckman. Is it possible to be free while bound by an
American myth? TO THOSE BOUNDED explores the effects of living in
the far-reaching shadow of stereotypes, and the pressures one feels
when their actions are always framed as reinforcing or rejecting an
ethnic caricature. In this collection the author reflects on how popular
media have shaped his identity, and how he's learned to navigate the
expectations it creates. Drawing inspiration from MAUD MARTHA by
Gwendolyn Brooks and PENS...ES by Blaise Pascal, the personal
vignettes that compose TO THOSE BOUNDED examine Black
exceptionalism and the mythos of criminality among African American
men. Literary Nonfiction. African & African American Studies.
Report from Part One
Gwendolyn Brooks' Maud Martha
The Pillars of the Earth
To Those Bounded
Poems
A Street in Bronzeville
A look back at the cultural and political force of Pulitzer Prize–winning poet
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Gwendolyn Brooks, in celebration of her hundredth birthday
Artist–Rebel–Pioneer Pulitzer-Prize winning poet Gwendolyn Brooks is one of
the great American literary icons of the twentieth century, a protégé of
Langston Hughes and mentor to a generation of poets, including Sonia
Sanchez, Nikki Giovanni, and Elizabeth Alexander. Her poetry took inspiration
from the complex portraits of black American life she observed growing up on
Chicago’s Southside—a world of kitchenette apartments and vibrant streets.
From the desk in her bedroom, as a child she filled countless notebooks with
poetry, encouraged by the likes of Hughes and affirmed by Richard Wright,
who called her work “raw and real.” Over the next sixty years, Brooks’s poetry
served as witness to the stark realities of urban life: the evils of lynching, the
murders of Emmett Till and Malcolm X, the revolutionary effects of the civil
rights movement, and the burgeoning power of the Black Arts Movement.
Critical acclaim and the distinction in 1950 as the first black person ever
awarded a Pulitzer Prize helped solidify Brooks as a unique and powerful
voice. Now, in A Surprised Queenhood in the New Black Sun, fellow
Chicagoan and award-winning writer Angela Jackson delves deep into the rich
fabric of Brooks’s work and world. Granted unprecedented access to Brooks’s
family, personal papers, and writing community, Jackson traces the literary
arc of this artist’s long career and gives context for the world in which Brooks
wrote and published her work. It is a powerfully intimate look at a once-in-alifetime talent up close, using forty-three of Brooks’s most soul-stirring poems
as a guide. From trying to fit in at school (“Forgive and Forget”), to loving her
physical self (“To Those of My Sisters Who Kept Their Naturals”), to marriage
and motherhood (“Maud Martha”), to young men on her block (“We Real
Cool”), to breaking history (“Medgar Evers”), to newfound acceptance from
her community and her elevation to a “surprising queenhood” (“The Wall”),
Brooks lived life through her work. Jackson deftly unpacks it all for both
longtime admirers of Brooks and newcomers curious about her interior life. A
Surprised Queenhood in the New Black Sun is a commemoration of a writer
who negotiated black womanhood and incomparable brilliance with a
changing, restless world—an artistic maverick way ahead of her time.
North American short stories enhance students' reading skills, language
learning, and enjoyment of literature. Discovering Fiction, Second Edition,
Student's Book 1 presents stories with universal appeal to engage students
and make them think critically. Among the authors included are O. Henry,
William Saroyan, Gwendolyn Brooks, Isaac Asimov, and Sandra Cisneros.
Extensive pre-reading activities capture students' interest. Post-reading
activities check their comprehension, increase their knowledge of grammar
and vocabulary, and provide thought-provoking discussion and writing
assignments. Literary term explanations and tasks enhance students'
appreciation of literature. In addition, WebQuests take students beyond the
reading to expand their knowledge of the topic while building Internet
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reading skills.
Nicholas is beautiful, wealthy and hopelessly vain. With his older brother in
tow, he jets from one glamorous scene to another: Rome, Madrid, Mexico.
Wherever he goes, he seeks the admiration of other men, until one day - his
beauty faded - he winds up dead, the victim of unknown circumstances. His
brother is left to pick up the pieces and figure out how Nicholas came to his
untimely end.
Life is good for Oscar Westerwit. He's the mayor of Central Park -- the
greatest place on earth for the squirrels, chipmunks, mice, and other animals
who live there. He's the shortstop and manager of his baseball team. What
could be bad? Plenty! Big Daddy Duds, jewel thief, all-around thug, and leader
of rats, is about to take over the park. And when he does, the other animals
who live there will be turned out of their homes. Everyone looks to Oscar to
save the day, but he may not even be able to save himself. . . .
Elizabeth Is Missing
I Look Divine
Building Houses Out of Chicken Legs
A Critical Collection
Black Literature and Literary Theory
The Black Chicago Renaissance
Contains a long narrative poem reflecting life in Chicago's Negro ghetto
and 9 shorter poems based on contemporary figures and events
Presents a collection of the author's poetry and prose.
The imaginative literature of African and Afro-American authors writing in
Western languages has long been seen as standing outside the Western
literary canon. In fact, however, black literature not only has a complex
formal relation to that canon, but tends to revise and reflect Western
rhetorical strategies even more than it echoes black vernacular literary
forms. This book, first published in 1984, is divided into two sections, thus
clarifying the nature of black literary theory on the one hand, and the
features of black literary practice on the other. Rather than merely
applying contemporary Western theory to black literature, these critics
instead challenge and redefine the theory in order to make fresh,
stimulating comments not only on black criticism and literature but also on
the general state of criticism today.
Ten literary experts on the work of Gwendolyn Brooks unite in this
collection to provide in-depth analysis on Maud Martha. Through various
essays, this volume explores socio-economic implications, the portrayal of
the Black family and the Black woman, the contemporary culture in
Chicago's Bronzeville, and the literary skills of Brooks.
Black Women, Food, and Power
The Tiger who Wore White Gloves, Or, What You are You are
Primer for Blacks
Vietnam: A Natural History
Calling My Name
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Black Chicago's Literary Landscape

Gwendolyn Brooks was one of the most accomplished and acclaimed poets of the last
century, the first black author to win the Pulitzer Prize and the first black woman to
serve as poetry consultant to the Library of Congress—the forerunner of the U.S. Poet
Laureate. Here, in an exclusive Library of America E-Book Classic edition, is her
groundbreaking first book of poems, a searing portrait of Chicago’s South Side. “I
wrote about what I saw and heard in the street,” she later said. “There was my
material.”
A collection of illustrated poems that reflects the experiences and feelings of African
American children living in big cities.
Along the Streets of Bronzeville examines the flowering of African American creativity,
activism, and scholarship in the South Side Chicago district known as Bronzeville
during the period between the Harlem Renaissance in the 1920s and the Black Arts
Movement of the 1960s. Poverty stricken, segregated, and bursting at the seams with
migrants, Bronzeville was the community that provided inspiration, training, and work
for an entire generation of diversely talented African American authors and artists who
came of age during the years between the two world wars. In this significant recovery
project, Elizabeth Schroeder Schlabach investigates the institutions and streetscapes of
Black Chicago that fueled an entire literary and artistic movement. She argues that
African American authors and artists--such as Gwendolyn Brooks, Richard Wright,
Langston Hughes, painter Archibald Motley, and many others--viewed and presented
black reality from a specific geographic vantage point: the view along the streets of
Bronzeville. Schlabach explores how the particular rhythms and scenes of daily life in
Bronzeville locations, such as the State Street "Stroll" district or the bustling
intersection of 47th Street and South Parkway, figured into the creative works and
experiences of the artists and writers of the Black Chicago Renaissance.
This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series. The creators of this series are
united by passion for literature and driven by the intention of making all public domain
books available in printed format again - worldwide. At tredition we believe that a great
book never goes out of style. Several mostly non-profit literature projects provide
content to tredition. To support their good work, tredition donates a portion of the
proceeds from each sold copy. As a reader of a TREDITION CLASSICS book, you
support our mission to save many of the amazing works of world literature from
oblivion.
(American Poets Project #19)
A Reader of North American Short Stories
Along the Streets of Bronzeville
Bronzeville Boys and Girls
The Bean Eaters;
In Process

The popular mystery writer and her son present a dual account of their struggles with
alcoholism and sobriety, a parallel journey marked by poignant episodes of relapse, travel, and
friendship.
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For Virginia Woolf, H.D., Mary Butts and Gwendolyn Brooks, things mobilise creativity, traverse
domestic, public and rural spaces and stage the interaction between the sublime and the
mundane. Ordinary things are rendered extraordinary by their spiritual or emotional
significance, and yet their very ordinariness remains part of their value. This book addresses
the intersection of spirituality, things and places – both natural and built environments – in the
work of these four women modernists. From the living pebbles in Mary Butts's memoir to the
pencil sought in Woolf's urban pilgrimage in 'Street Haunting', the Christmas decorations
crafted by children in H.D.'s autobiographical novel The Gift and Maud Martha's love of
dandelions in Brooks's only novel, things indicate spiritual concerns in these writers' work.
Elizabeth Anderson contributes to current debates around materiality, vitalism and postsecularism, attending to both mainstream and heterodox spiritual expressions and connections
between the two in modernism. How we value our spaces and our world being one of the most
pressing contemporary ethical and ecological concerns, this volume contributes to the debate
by arguing that a change in our attitude towards the environment will not come from a theory of
renunciation but through attachment to and regard for material things.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Oprah's Book Club Selection The “extraordinary . . .
monumental masterpiece” (Booklist) that changed the course of Ken Follett’s already
phenomenal career—and begins where its prequel, The Evening and the Morning, ended.
“Follett risks all and comes out a clear winner,” extolled Publishers Weekly on the release of
The Pillars of the Earth. A departure for the bestselling thriller writer, the historical epic stunned
readers and critics alike with its ambitious scope and gripping humanity. Today, it stands as a
testament to Follett’s unassailable command of the written word and to his universal appeal.
The Pillars of the Earth tells the story of Philip, prior of Kingsbridge, a devout and resourceful
monk driven to build the greatest Gothic cathedral the world has known . . . of Tom, the mason
who becomes his architect—a man divided in his soul . . . of the beautiful, elusive Lady Aliena,
haunted by a secret shame . . . and of a struggle between good and evil that will turn church
against state and brother against brother. A spellbinding epic tale of ambition, anarchy, and
absolute power set against the sprawling medieval canvas of twelfth-century England, this is
Ken Follett’s historical masterpiece.
The classic volume by the distinguished modern poet, winner of the 1950 Pulitzer Prize, and
recipient of the National Book Foundation Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American
Letters, showcases an esteemed artist's technical mastery, her warm humanity, and her
compassionate and illuminating response to a complex world.
Fictions of Authority
Grandmother Elsie
A Dual Memoir of Alcoholism
The End of the Pier
We Are Shining
Geographies of Class, Race, and Gender in US Culture

American Mobilities investigates representations of mobility
- social, economic, geographic - in American film and
literature during the Depression, WWII, and the early Cold
War. With an emphasis on the dual meaning of "domestic,"
referring to both the family home and the nation, this study
traces the important trope of mobility that runs through the
"American" century. Juxtaposing canonical fiction with
popular, and low-budget independent films with Classical
Hollywood, Leyda brings the analytic tools of American
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cultural and literary studies to bear on an eclectic array
of primary texts as she builds a case for the significance
of mobility in the study of the United States.
A ten-year-old orphan comes to live in a lonely house on the
Yorkshire moors and discovers an invalid cousin and the
mysteries of a locked garden.
From Gwendolyn Brooks, U.S. Poet Laureate and the first
African American to win the Pulitzer Prize, and Coretta
Scott King Award-winning artist Jan Spivey Gilchrist comes
We Are Shining. Marking the 100th birthday of Gwendolyn
Brooks, this powerful picture book is a celebration of the
diversity of our world. This life-affirming poem is now
illustrated for the very first time, with stunning, vibrant
images. A story of our shared humanity, Gwendolyn Brooks
honors the beauty of our world and the many different people
in it. Brooks speaks to all children of the world in this
moving poem about acceptance, stressing that every child
should have the opportunity for a shining future and
offering hope for a better tomorrow.
Chicken--both the bird and the food--has played multiple
roles in the lives of African American women from the
slavery era to the present. It has provided food and a
source of income for their families, shaped a distinctive
culture, and helped women defin
Double Double
In the Mecca
American Mobilities
Maud Martha
Moyenda and The Golden Heart
Women Writers and Narrative Voice
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Join Joey and his sister Mary Alice as they spend nine unforgettable summers with the worst
influence imaginable-their grandmother!
Writing from positions of cultural exclusion, women have faced constraints not only upon the
"content" of fiction but upon the act of narration itself. Narrative voice thus becomes a matter
not simply of technique but of social authority: how to speak publicly, to whom, and in whose
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name. Susan Sniader Lanser here explores patterns of narration in a wide range of novels by
women of England, France, and the United States from the 1740s to the present. Drawing
upon narratological and feminist theory, Lanser sheds new light on the history of "voice" as a
narrative strategy and as a means of attaining social power.
A colorful and fun tale using the animals of the world to teach young children tolerance and selfdefining. All the tiger's fierce qualities do not satisfy him; he wants to be stylish and wear white
gloves.
The Secret Garden
A Long Way From Chicago (Puffin Modern Classics)
Discovering Fiction Level 1 Student's Book
A Library of America eBook Classic
Annie Allen
A Novel
Brooks talks to her Black sisters and writes a short statement about the need for Black selfawareness.
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